
At 9 a.m. we were gathered at the lobby of the Boulevard Hotel in Mid Valley. We were waiting 

for the bus to take us up to Genting Highlands, a 1,5 hour ride away from Kuala Lumpur. 

Genting Highlands is located within a mountain range and consists of a Casino, Hotels and 

Theme Parks. This is one of the phenomenal places in Malaysia and has been a Malaysia 

success story since the day it began operations, expanding to a massive business empire that 

now owns one of the largest cruise lines in the world.

On the bus ride up, there was no time for a quick "nap”. We spotted a "Seated Tan Lang”, a 

Greedy Wolf star that turned into a "Slanted Tan Lang” from another angle. The quality of Qi 

changed in less than 20 seconds. We also passed a "Wen Qu” star, Literary Arts, along the way. 

True to its nature, this star saw the rise of two very successful educational institutions in its 

immediate vicinity. You may wonder about the terminologies used in Feng Shui. Please under-

stand that Chinese language is a very picturesque language.

One hour later we arrived at the Awana Hotel to unload our luggage. It was drizzling so the 

usually cool air turned cold. Up in Genting itself, the mist was much thicker.

Right after lunch, off we went in our groups to unravel the Feng Shui success of Genting Hotel. 

We identified the facing direction of the hotel and measured the vein of the incoming dragon.

The very sophisticated landform-tapping method utilized by the buildings here were the first 

challenge. The second was the mist. Two of our team mates waited at one spot for over half an 

hour! Why? When the wind blew at the right place, the "Dragons backbone” was revealed. Be 

diligent! Three seconds is all you get before the dragon recedes back into the obscurity of the 

mist.
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From different vantage points, we saw layers of mountain embrace. Conclusion is that Genting 

Highland is a heavenly Pool, Tian Chi, located within a Spiral City, Luo Cheng. If that sounded 

alien to you, just understand that it is an excellent Feng Shui condition. Observing high level 

dragons, Gao Guang Long, is a study completely in a class of its own and very rarely taught.
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